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Innocence of the Pen Questioned / Victor Ivan 
Sri Lanka: Ravaya, 2010 
350p. ; 22cm. 
ISBN-13: 9789551468477 
$ 22.00 
 
Innocence of the Pen Questioned is a critique of the status of the media freedom in 
contemporary Sri Lanka based on the author’s own experience as a renowned Senior 
Journalist. It offers the reader an in-depth understanding of many events relating to 
media freedom… 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=126896 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The Rise and Fall of the LTTE /  Mahinda Balasuriya 
Colombo: Asian Network on Conflict Research, 2009 
xxxviii. 284p. ; 22cm. 
ISBN-13: 9789555307109 
$ 35.00 
 
Sri Lanka defeated the world’s first insurgency of the 21st century. On May 19, 2009, 
the country achieved a great strategic and moral triumph by militarily defeating the 
LTTE. After three decades of fighting a cruel and a costly insurgency, peace and 
prosperity finally returned to Sri Lanka. Whether peace will endure and there will be 
prosperity will depend on the ability and willingness of the political leaders of the country 
to work together across the party divide to build a new Sri Lanka. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=126897 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sri Lanka: The War Fuelled By Peace / Palitha M. Senanayake 
Sri Lanka : Professor F.R. Jayasuriya Foundation, 2010 
602p. ; 21cm. 
ISBN-13: 9789555296502 
$ 35.00 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=126898 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Whither or Whether the Executive Presidency: A Study in the Light of Separatism / 
Nayantha Wijesundara 
Pannipitiya, Sri Lanka: Stamford Lake (Pvt) Ltd., 2010 
xx. 247p. ; 21cm. 
ISBN-13: 9789556582413 
1.    Presidential government 
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$ 25.00 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=126899 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
In Defence of the Independence and Sovereignty of the Country / Durand Appuhamy 
Nugegoda, Sri Lanka: Sarasavi Publishers (Pvt) Ltd., 2010 
484p. ; 22cm. 
ISBN-13: 9789556711981 
$ 25.00 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=126900 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Transformation of State and Society in Turkey: From the Ottoman Empire to the Turkish 
Republic / Yahya Sezai Tezel 
Istanbul : Turkiye Is Bankasi Kultur Yayinlari, 2010 
168p. 
Includes Index 
978-9944-88-928-5 
$  29.50 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=127129 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Legitimacy Crisis in Thailand / Edited by Marc Askew 
Chiang Mai : Silkworm Books, 2010 
xxi, 328p.; 23cm. 
978-974-9511-97-8 
$ 34.75 
 
Intense political polarization, confrontation and violence have rocked Thailand recently, 
much of it a divisive legacy of the 2006 coup. Conflicts centre on the legitimacy of 
institutions and the uses and abuses of power alongside the parallel crisis of state 
legitimacy posed by the ongoing violence in the country’s Deep South. This collection of 
essays explores themes and issues arising from the continuing confrontations that have 
dominated Thailand’s domestic affairs and affected its international relations in the years 
2008 to early 2010. Based on extensive research and documentation, this volume offers 
an important review and analysis of key events and trends in Thailand’s volatile public 
affairs during this period. 
The book brings together essays by Thai specialists as well as Western scholars on 
pivotal topics connected to Thailand’s current legitimacy crisis. It begins with a lively 
narrative of major events and in subsequent chapters covers the politicization of the 
Khao Phra Wihan (Preah Vihear) temple issue; the People’s Alliance for Democracy and 
its “New Politics”; the politicization of the Thai media; the revived role of the Thai 
military in influencing politics and governance; and the challenge of the persistent unrest 
in Thailand’s south. The book concludes with an insightful analysis of the key challenges 
facing the country politically, institutionally and economically. The events of March–May 
2010, which saw a dramatic face off between the red-shirt movement and the 
government, are discussed in an afterword. 
This collection is published as volume 5 in the yearbook series of King Prajadhipok’s 
Institute, Thailand. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=120744 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Where in the World is the Philippines?: Debating Its National Territory / Rodolfo C. 
Severino 
Singapore: ISEAS Publishing, 2011 
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xiv. 131p. ; 23cm. 
ISBN-13: 9789814311700 (PB) 
ISBN-13: 9789814311717 (HB) 
1.    Jurisdiction, Territorial – Philippines 
2.    Territory, National – Philippines 
3.    Territorial waters – Philippines 
4.    Philippines – Claims to Sabah 
5.    Philippines – Claims to South China Sea  
$ 25.90 (PB) 
$ 29.90 (HB) 
 
“Where in the world is the Philippines?' is a question that has been deftly and 
consistently dodged by our politicians at the expense of clearly defining the Philippines' 
territorial and maritime jurisdictions. Severino's scholarly work lays out what has 
happened in the past and what must be done in the future - and does so just as newly 
elected President Benigno S. Aquino begins his term in office. With the help of this 
timely and comprehensive study, it is imperative that Aquino and the Congress confront 
and resolve territorial issues once and for all." 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=127247 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=127248 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The Seven Deadly Deals: Can Aquino Fix Arroyo’s Legacy of Costly and Messy Projects? / 
Roel Landingin (Edited) 
Quezon City: Public Trust Media Group Inc., 2011 
124p. ; 23CM. 
ISBN-13: 9789719473626 
$ 15.00 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=127249 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
After 100 Years … What Next? / Salvador H. Laurel 
Philippines: Celia Diaz-Laurel, 2010 
ISBN-13: 9789716010077 (HB) 
$ 40.00 
 
Viewpoints on International Politics and Development in the future by Salvador H. Laurel 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=127250 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Philippine Politics: Democratic Ideals and Realities  / The Department of Political 
Science, Loyola Schools 
Quezon City : Ateneo de Manila University Press, c2010 
Xvi, 316p. 
978-971-550-607-6 
$ 20.00 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=127251 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Lee Kuan Yew: Hard Truths to Keep Singapore Going (DVD included) / Han Fook Kwang 
… [et al.] 
Singapore: Straits Time Press, 2011 
458p. ; 24cm. 
Includes bibliographical references and index 
ISBN-13: 9789814266727 (HB) 
1.    Lee, Kuan Yew, 1923- - Interviews 
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2.    Lee, Kuan Yew, 1923- - Political and social views 
3.    Prime ministers – Singapore – Interviews 
4.    Singapore – Politics and government – 21st century 
5.    Singapore – Social conditions – 21st century 
$ 35.00 
 
Lee Kuan Yew is Singapore’s most influential son but he is not without his critics. He has 
not flinched from taking them on, even now after almost 60 years in the political fray. 
Why is he so hard on his political opponents? Will Singapore become a democracy? 
Could the People’s Action Party ever lose its grip on power? Are younger leaders up to 
the mark? Will growing religiosity change Singapore for the better or worse? How will 
rising giants China and India affect its fortunes? Lee fields these questions and more as 
he covers the terrain of the past and contemplates the expanse of the future for this 
island nation that he and his founding generation built on the hopes of a people. Based 
on 32 hours of interviews at the Istana, along with 64 pages of photographs and a DVD 
insert, the book features Lee in full flow, combative, thought-provoking, controversial  
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=127298 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Panorama Insights into Asian and European Affairs 02/2009: Security Politics in Asia and 
Europe / Dr. Wilhelm Hofmeister (Editor) 
Singapore: Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung, 2010 
207p. ; 26cm. 
ISSN: 0119-5204 
$ 30.00 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=127299 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Panorama Insights into Asian and European Affairs 01/2010: Ageing and Politics 
Consequences for Asia and Europe / Dr. Wilhelm Hofmeister (Editor) 
Singapore: Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung, 2010 
247p. ; 26cm. 
ISSN: 0119-5204 
$ 30.00 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=127300 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Oceans of Crime: Maritime Piracy and Transnational Security in Southeast Asia and 
Bangladesh / Carolin Liss 
Singapore: ISEAS Publishing, 2011 
xviii. 425p. ; 23cm. 
ISBN-13: 9789814279468 
1.    Pirates – Southeast Asia 
2.    Maritime terrorism – Southeast Asia 
3.    Pirates – Bangladesh 
4.    Maritime terrorism – Bangladesh 
$ 54.90 
 
Southeast Asia and Bangladesh are at present global hot spots of pirate attacks on 
merchant vessels and fishing boats. This book explains why, and in what form, piracy 
still exists. It offers an integrated analysis of the root causes of piracy, linking declining 
fish stocks, organized crime networks, radical politically motivated groups, the use of 
flags of convenience, the lack of state control over national territory, and the activities of 
private security companies, and identifies their wider security implications. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=127301 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The Tiger and the Trojan Horse / Dennis Bloodworth 
Singapore : Marshall Cavendish Editions, 2011 
First Published in 1986 by Times Book International  
499p. 
Includes Bibliography and Index 
978-981-4328-26-5 
1.    People’s Action party (Singapore) – History 
2.    Communism – Singapore – History 
3.    Singapore – Politics and Government 
$ 20.99 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=123459 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Nepal – Pakistan Relation / Hiranya Lal Shrestha 
Kathmandu: Janmaitri Prakashan, 2010 
104p. ; 21cm. 
ISBN-13: 9789937829816 
Golden Jubilee 
$ 8.00 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=127328 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Aceh : The Role of Democracy for Peace and Reconstruction / (Eds) Olle Tornquist, 
Stanley Adi Prasetyo, Teresa Birks 
2nd Ed.  
Indonesia : PCD Press, 2010 
Xv, 431p. 
978-979-17049-3-9 
$ 39.50 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=127401 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Torn between America and China: Elite Perceptions and Indonesian Foreign Policy / 
Daniel Novotny 
Singapore: ISEAS Publishing, 2010 
xxiii. 400p. ; 23cm. 
ISBN-13: 9789814279598 
1.    Indonesia – Foreign relations 
2.    Elite (Social sciences) – Indonesia – Attitudes 
3.    United States – Foreign public opinion, Indonesian 
$ 35.90 
 
How can a developing, democratic and predominantly Muslim country like Indonesia 
manage its foreign relations, while facing a myriad of security concerns and dilemmas in 
the increasingly complex post-Cold War international politics, without compromising its 
national interests and sacrificing its independence? Approaching this problem from the 
vantage point of the Indonesian foreign policy elite, this book explores the elite's 
perceptions about other states and the manner in which these shape the decision-
making process and determine policy outcomes. The combined qualitative and 
quantitative research strategy draws on a unique series of in-depth interviews with 45 
members of the Indonesian foreign policy elite that included the country's (present 
and/or former) presidents, cabinet ministers, high-ranking military officers, and senior 
diplomats. Among all state actors, Indonesian relations with the United States and China 
are the highest concern of the elite. The leaders believe that, in the future, Indonesia 
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will increasingly have to manoeuvre between the two rival powers. While the United 
States during George W. Bush's presidency was seen as the main security threat to 
Indonesia, China is considered the main malign factor in the long run with power 
capabilities that need to be constrained and counter-balanced.  
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=124269 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Aceh: History, Politics and Culture / Arndt Graf, Susanne Schroter & Edwin Wieringa 
(Edited) 
Singapore: ISEAS Publishing, 2010 
xvii. 386p. ; 23cm. 
ISBN-13: 9789814279123 
1.    Aceh (Indonesia) – History 
2.    Aceh (Indonesia) – Politics and government 
3.    Aceh (Indonesia) – Economic conditions 
4.    Religion and culture – Indonesia – Aceh 
$ 59.90 
 
The process of post-tsunami recovery and reconstruction in Aceh will take considerable 
time and is not easy. This book is an attempt at providing helpful background 
information on Acehnese history, politics and culture, which would benefit expatriate aid 
workers as well as foreign and domestic scholars in their dealings with the people of 
Aceh. It is written by specialists of Indonesian and Acehnese studies from a number of 
countries, together with Acehnese scholars. As the region was not accessible for 
decades, this book represents in many aspects a new, pioneering endeavour in 
Acehnese studies. The chapters cover many important aspects of history, such as the 
female Sultanahs of Aceh, Acehs Turkish connection and the Dutch Colonial War in Aceh. 
The main emphasis of the book is on relevant contemporary developments in the 
economy, politics, Islam, and the media, as well as painting, music, and literature. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=127402 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Indonesia Today: Problems & Perspectives: Politics and Society Five Years into 
Reformasi / Norbert Eschborn, Sabrina Hackel & Joyce Holmes Richardson (Edited) 
Jakarta: Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung, 2004 
iv. 186p. ; 21cm. 
ISBN-10: 9799913411 (HB) 
$ 30.00 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=127404 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Democratization and the Issue of Terrrorism in Indonesia / Norbert Eschborn, Joyce 
Holmes Richardson & Henriette Litta (Edited) 
Jakarta: Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung e. V., 2005 
Ix. 168p. ; 21cm. 
ISBN-10: 979991342X 
$ 25.00 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=127405 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The State and illegality in Indonesia /Edward Aspinall and Gerry van Klinken (eds) 
Leiden : KITLV Press, 2011 
xii + 328 pp. pp 
Tables, glossary 
ISBN: 978 90 6718 371 0 
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Series: Verhandelingen 269 
$ 55.00 
 
The popular 1998 reformasi movement that brought down President Suharto’s regime 
demanded an end to illegal practices by state officials, from human rights abuse to 
nepotistic investments. Yet today, such practices have proven more resistant to reform 
than people had hoped. 
  
Many have said corruption in Indonesia is "entrenched". We argue it is precisely this 
entrenched character that requires attention. What is state illegality entrenched in and 
how does it become entrenched? This involves studying actual cases. Our observations 
led us to rethink fundamental ideas about the nature of the state in Indonesia, especially 
regarding its socially embedded character. 
  
We conclude that illegal practices by state officials are not just aberrations to the state, 
they are the state. Almost invariably, illegality occurs as part of collective, patterned, 
organized and collaborative acts, linked to the competition for political power and access 
to state resources. While obviously excluding many without connections, corrupt 
behaviour also plays integrative and stabilizing functions. Especially at the lower end of 
the social ladder, it gets a lot of things done and is often considered legitimate. 
  
This book may be read as a defence of area studies approaches. Without the insights 
that grew from applying our area studies skills, we would still be constrained by highly 
stylised notions of the state, which bear little resemblance to the state’s actual workings. 
The struggle against corruption is a long-term political process. Instead of trying to 
depoliticize it, we believe the key to progress is greater popular participation. 
  
With contributions from Simon Butt, Robert Cribb, Howard Dick, Michele Ford, Jun 
Honna, Tim Lindsey, Lenore Lyons, John McCarthy, Ross McLeod, Marcus Mietzner, 
Jeremy Mulholland, Gerben Nooteboom, J Danang Widoyoko and Ian Wilson. This book 
is the result of a series of workshops supported, among others, by the Australian-
Netherlands Research Collaboration (ANRC). 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=127406 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Contemporary Issues in the Islamic World: The Indonesian Perspectives / Cheyne Scott 
& Irfan Abubakar (Editors) 
Jakarta: The Center for the Study of Religion and Culture (CSRC), State Islamic 
University, 2008 
xiii. 288p. ; 22cm. 
ISBN-13: 9789793531236 
$ 35.00 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=110466 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
HOW TO ORDER BOOKS FROM US : 
 
Institutional/Individual Libraries; 

 
Please send us your official purchase order by e-mail/fax/post. We shall despatch the 
books to you.  On receipt of the books in good condition, you can send us your Payment 
by Cheque/Wire Transfer. Credit Card Payments are accepted through paypal.  For 
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Postage & Packing - Actuals are charged.  
 
If you need any further clarification, please do contact us. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


